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• Mongolian shamaness Sarangerel provides a hands-on guide for serious students of the
shamanic path.• Includes complete directions for traditional Siberian rituals, meditations, and
divination techniques never before published.• Shows how to recognize and acknowledge a call
from the spirits.• Offers traditional wisdom for nurturing a working relationship with personal spirit
helpers to promote healing and balance in a community.The shaman's purpose is to heal and
restore balance to his or her community by developing a working relationship with the spirit
world. Mongolian shamanic tradition maintains that all true shamans are called by the spirits--but
those who are not from shamanic cultures may have difficulty recognizing the call or nurturing
the essential shamanic relationship with their helper spirits.Buryat shamaness Sarangerel has
written Chosen by the Spirits as a guide for both the beginning shaman and the advanced
practitioner. Although raised in the United States, she was drawn to the shamanic tradition, and
in 1991 returned to her ancestral homeland in the Tunken region of southern Siberia to study
with traditional Buryat shamans. Her first book, Riding Windhorses, provided an introduction to
the shamanic world of Siberia. Chosen by the Spirits delves more deeply into the personal
relationship between the shamanic student and his or her "spirit family." Sarangerel recounts her
own journey into shamanic practice and provides the serious student with practical advice and
hands-on techniques for recognizing and acknowledging a shamanic calling, welcoming and
embodying the spirits, journeying to the spirit world, and healing both people and places.

About the AuthorSarangerel was trained in the Mongolian and Buryat shamanic traditions by
native teachers who are now free to practice again following the collapse of the Soviet Union.
She was the foreign outreach representative of the Golomt Center for Shamanist Studies and
the Mongolian Shamans’ Association.From the AuthorSarangerel was trained in the Mongolian
and Buryat shamanic traditions by native teachers who are now free to practice again following
the collapse of the Soviet Union. She was the foreign outreach representative of the Golomt
Center for Shamanist Studies and the Mongolian Shamans’ Association. --This text refers to an
alternate kindle_edition edition.From the Back CoverSHAMANISM / MONGOLIAThe shaman’s
purpose is to heal and restore balance to his or her community by developing a working
relationship with the spirit world. Mongolian shamanic tradition maintains that all true shamans
are called by the spirits--but those who are not from shamanic cultures may have difficulty
recognizing the call or nurturing the essential shamanic relationship with their helper
spirits.Buryat shamaness Sarangerel has written Chosen by the Spirits as a guide for both the
beginning shaman and the advanced practitioner. Although raised in the United States, she was
drawn to the shamanic tradition, and in 1991 returned to her ancestral homeland in the Tunken
region of southern Siberia to study with traditional Buryat shamans. Her first book, Riding



Windhorses, provided an introduction to the shamanic world of Siberia. Chosen by the Spirits
delves more deeply into the personal relationship between the shamanic student and his or her
“spirit family.” Sarangerel recounts her own journey into shamanic practice and provides the
serious student with practical advice and hands-on techniques for recognizing and
acknowledging a shamanic calling, welcoming and embodying the spirits, journeying to the spirit
world, and healing both people and places.SARANGEREL was trained in the Mongolian and
Buryat shamanic traditions by native teachers who are now free to practice again following the
collapse of the Soviet Union. She was the foreign outreach representative of the Golomt Center
for Shamanist Studies and the Mongolian Shamans’ Association. --This text refers to an
alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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Stepanova for their teachings and support of my work.I also want to thank my friend Bayar
Dugarov for his support, teaching, and advice in all of the work that I do.Most of all I thank the
spirits of the Sayan Mountains and of the Terte lineage who called me to become a shaman and
empower me to do all of the work that I do!PrefaceThis book is written as a guide for the
beginning shaman as well as for the advanced practitioner. My previous book, Riding
Windhorses, was an introduction to the shamanic world of Siberia with some techniques for the
shamanic practitioner; it has become apparent, however, that there is need for a book for those
just beginning on the shamanic path.In today’s world many people are being called by the spirits
to become shamans, and many of these people are from non-shamanic cultures. This, I believe,
is due to the need for earth-wide healing and the restoration of balance in our world. Human
beings have made the mistake of ignoring the voice of nature and forgetting the value of the
natural and spirit worlds. While man may forget spirits, spirits do not forget us. They are our
ancestors, the carriers of the collective wisdom of life from the beginning of time.The ancient
cultures of both Native Americans and Native Siberians have preserved this sense of
communion with the natural world and the ancestors. In our traditions the whole world is alive;
the consciousness of the ancestors and living things is around us wherever we go. Shall we not
listen to them? It is not surprising, then, that as mankind reawakens to the need to reconnect
with these aspects of reality, many people have become interested in the old traditions.In
Mongolian and Siberian shamanism, as well as in other traditions, the essence of shamanic
work is developing a relationship with the spirit world. The most important relationship of all is
that between the shaman and his helper spirits, a “spirit family” that empowers and protects him
during his work. The core teaching of this book is the development of this key relationship
between the shaman student and his spirit family. In the tradition in which I was trained, it is said
that a shaman is made by the “inner initiation” by the spirits and the ongoing relationship that the
shaman has with them as teachers, friends, and protectors.It is therefore the purpose of this
book to present some techniques that can be used by those who feel drawn to follow the
shamanic path. According to Buryat tradition, the shaman serves his community by having a
special relationship with the spirit world for the purpose of healing, protection, and restoring
balance and harmony between man and the natural world. Furthermore, the shaman is a teacher
and adviser who facilitates the passing of traditions from generation to generation.The ideas and
techniques described in this book are Siberian; my training is in the Buryat Mongolian tradition.
Despite the ethnic flavor of the material, these techniques have power and can be used by
shamans from any culture or nationality. Furthermore, those of you who have been exposed to
other traditions, whether Native American, European, or otherwise, will find that most of these
techniques have parallels in other types of shamanism. This is not surprising, for shamanism
touches on universal truths that transcend ethnic boundaries. You may already have
encountered these same ideas elsewhere but under different names.Another thing to
understand is that when I am describing shamanic techniques, I often use the term he in



referring to the shaman. This does not mean that I assume the shaman will be a man, for I am
myself a shamaness and practice everything I describe. Unfortunately, unlike Buryat, which has
no terms for he and she, English uses these words. Because it is rather burdensome to say “he
or she” every time I make reference to the shaman, I say Hulicegti! (“Be understanding”).I will try
not to burden the reader with a lot of Mongolian and Siberian terms, although some concepts I
present will have Mongolian names either because there is no equivalent in English or because
the English equivalent is cumbersome. For example, in Siberian tradition the soul is believed to
consist of several parts. As Westerners tend to think of the soul as a unit, I am forced to use the
Mongolian names for the soul parts. I also use the concise and evocative term gol instead of the
awkward “center of the universe.” All of the terms taken from Buryat Mongolian and other
Siberian languages are explained where they are introduced in the text. In addition, you will find
them in the glossary.It is my sincere hope that these ideas and techniques will be evocative and
stimulating and that they will help you as you embark on the shamanic path.INTRODUCTIONA
Few Words about the Buryat MongolsThe shamanic techniques in which I have been trained
come from the Mongolian and Buryat Mongolian tradition. There is actually very little difference
between Mongols and Buryats, for the Buryats are the Mongols who live within present-day
Russia. Until a few hundred years ago, the Buryat Mongols were part of the Mongolian Empire
founded by Chinggis Khan in the thirteenth century.Buryats, as well as other Mongols, are
Siberian in origin and have close cultural links with all of the Siberian peoples. Mongolian
belongs to the same language family as the languages of the Buryats’ Siberian neighbors, the
Tuvans, Yakuts, Altaians, and Evenks. The lifestyle as well as the shamanic traditions of all these
peoples have many similarities because they all have a common origin in the Sayan-Baikal
region.1The Lake Baikal region was the cradle of the Mongolian people. The ancient inhabitants
of the Lake Baikal basin were called the Borte Chino, a name derived from the ancient word
bured, meaning “wolf.” Buryats, as well as other Mongols, trace their ancestry to the wolf. In fact,
the name Buryat comes from bured, so their name means “the wolf people.” In the centuries
before the appearance of Chinggis Khan, the ancestors of the Mongols gradually spread
southward into the steppes lying between the great Siberian taiga (the largest forest in the world)
and the farmlands of China. The Buryats are the descendants of those Mongols who remained
in the original Siberian homeland, although there has been some mixing with neighboring
peoples such as the Evenks and Tuvans. Within Russia, Buryats live in the basin of Lake Baikal,
the Selenge and Angara River valleys, the Aga Steppe, and the eastern Sayan Mountains.
Formerly they had lived in a wider area, but they were ethnically cleansed from many regions
under both tsarist and Soviet rule.Buryats are also a significant minority within Mongolia, living in
all of the northern and eastern aimags (provinces) of that country. In China they live in the Hulun
Buir region of Inner Mongolia, descendants of refugees from Stalinist persecution. The Dagurs,
who also live in Hulun Buir, are closely related to the Buryats, having migrated from Buryatia to
China to flee Cossack raids in the seventeenth century. The Buryat dialect of Mongolian retains
many characteristics of the old Mongolian language of Chinggis Khan’s time and is remarkable



for its poetic style and rich vocabulary.Buryat shamanism is part of the great Siberian shamanic
tradition, and it is important among Mongolian shamanic traditions because it was in Buryatia
that Mongolian shamanism flourished for the most part undisturbed until modern times. In the
rest of Mongolia, shamanism was persecuted by overzealous princes who had converted to
Tibetan Buddhism and also by the Manchu rulers who had conquered the Mongolian Empire in
the seventeenth century, for Buddhism was seen as being a good way to pacify the warlike
tendencies of the Mongols. Shamanism, on the other hand, with its emphasis on personal power
and responsibility for the community, spawned radical and revolutionary tendencies in those
areas where shamanism survived, in Buryatia and in the Dagur region of Inner Mongolia. It is
interesting to note that Buryats played a leading role in the establishment of independent
Mongolia, and then in the overthrow of communism in Mongolia in 1990.Among the Buryats, oral
traditions in the form of uliger (epic poetry) were an important way of transmitting shamanic
traditions from one generation to the next. Both the shaman and the bard played important roles
in preserving ancient knowledge. The bard is almost like a shaman: his recitations are believed
to invoke shamanic power for healing, much like the hataali of the Navajos. The invocations of
shamans, which start every ritual, are poetic and often reflect the language of the uligers.Buryat
shamanism, as well as shamanism among all Mongols and Siberian peoples, was harshly
repressed under Stalinist rule but managed to survive in secret until 1990, when the demise of
the Soviet Union and of the communist government in Mongolia allowed the restoration of
religious freedom. Since then, the number of practicing shamans has grown rapidly in Mongolia
and Siberia, and almost every community once again has one or more practitioners.I am
descended from this ancient and proud people. My ancestors belonged to the Terte clan of the
Hongoodor tribe, the swan-people of the eastern Sayan Mountains. There is a beautiful story
about the origin of our shamanic lineage. About five hundred years ago, my ancestors lived in
northern Mongolia in the region known as Huvsgul, and the shamans of my lineage practiced
there in the foothills of the Sayan Mountains. At that time there was a civil war among the
Mongols in what remained of Chinggis Khan’s empire, a war that not only pitted tribe against
tribe but also resulted in persecution of shamans by those Mongols who had converted to
Tibetan Buddhism. The founder of our clan, a man called Toorei, migrated north into the
beautiful Tunkhen valley, which lay between the Sayan Mountains and the Erhuu River. One day
when he was hunting he saw several swans come flying down to a lake. When they landed, they
took off their bird clothing and he realized that they were the daughters of Han Hormasta Tenger
come down to earth to bathe. He stole the clothing of one of the women. When she came out of
the water, she cried because she could not go back to the upper world. Toorei emerged from his
hiding place and they met, fell in love, and married. They had three sons, who became the
ancestors of three clans in our homeland (the Hoimor region of the Tunkhen valley). The eldest
son was a shaman. His clan was called Zaarin and his descendants became princes and
political leaders among the Buryats. The middle son, who was called Terte, married the
shamaness Bagshagui, from whom my shamanic spirit has been passed down. They were the



ancestors of the shamans among Toorei’s descendants. The youngest son, Bata, fathered a
lineage that produced many Buddhist lamas, one of whose reincarnations is a prominent lama in
Nepal at this time.The destiny of Toorei’s three lineages was predicted by his swan-wife. When
her three sons became young men, she convinced her husband to give back her swan-clothing
so she could visit her family in the upper world. When she put on her clothing, she transformed
into a swan and flew upward to the smoke hole of the yurt. Her husband, knowing that she would
never return, tried to grab her by her feet. Because he had been tending the fire and his hands
were sooty, the feet of the swan became black, as they are today. The swan-woman flew around
the yurt three times, telling her family that the oldest son’s descendants would be a clan of
princes, the middle son’s descendants would be a clan of shamans, and her youngest son’s
descendants would become lamas. Her prophecy was fulfilled.Bagshagui udagan, the mother of
the Terte clan, came from an ancient Mongolian shaman lineage related to Chinggis Khan. Her
name means “shaman without a teacher”—that is, she received her training and initiation
directly from the spirits. The first shaman of this lineage, the first to receive the udha (spirit of
shamanic initiation), was a contemporary of Chinggis Khan and one of several shamans and
shamanesses practicing in the imperial court at that time.2In the old days there were many Terte
shamans; now I am one of the few remaining shamans carrying on the traditions of that lineage.
In Buryat culture the purpose of the shaman is not only to heal and restore balance in the
community, but also to preserve and teach the old traditions. In acknowledgment of this
responsibility, I lovingly and humbly offer in this book the shamanic knowledge that the spirits
have granted me.If you would like to learn more about the Buryats and their history, please read
the Buryat Home Page on the World Wide Web at .ONESo You Want to Become a Shaman?
God has appointed that I must wander both beneath and upon theearth, and has bestowed on
me such power that I can comfort andcheer the afflicted, and on the other hand I can cast down
those whoare too happy. The mind of those who are too much given to strivingcan I likewise
change, so that they will love cheerful amusement.I am called Kogel-Khan and I am a shaman,
who knows the future,the past, and everything which is taking placein the present, above and
below the earth.—ZAARIN KOGEL KHAN, FROM CHADWICK AND ZHIRMUNSKY,ORAL
EPICS OF CENTRAL ASIA1I am sure that the above question is something that many of you
have heard or will hear if you have decided to study shamanism. It is indeed a legitimate
question. Becoming a shaman is a serious undertaking, a commitment no less important than
enrolling in college, getting married, or assuming political office. These analogies are not picked
casually: Becoming a shaman has a lot in common with all three of these commitments. As in
attending college, you will find that becoming a shaman is an experience in learning. There are
no graduations, however; you will continue to learn new things as long as your career as a
shaman lasts. You will learn things that no one else may have ever known before and that other
people may not fully understand. Becoming a shaman is like a marriage commitment in that you
will become permanently connected with the spirits with whom you work. The shaman calling
cannot be thrown aside casually because you lose interest in it. Becoming a shaman resembles



holding political office in that it entails responsibility. A true shaman not only serves himself but is
also responsible for the welfare of the people he serves and for sustaining balance in the world
around him.I do not mean to frighten away people by pointing out what a serious thing it is to
become a shaman; I believe many of you will be excited by the challenges that it presents.
Becoming a shaman is an adventure. You will have experiences unlike anything you have ever
had before, and you will have forces at your disposal that are wonderful and awesome. The
important thing is never to lose sight of the purpose of your shamanic work and always respect
the spirits that provide the abilities with which you will be endowed.SHAMANS ARE CHOSEN
BY THE SPIRITSBuryats generally believe that all true shamans are called by the spirits. In fact,
in most cultures in Siberia shamans usually come from a long lineage of succession, and some
laypeople have confused the passing down of the shamanic spirit through families with the idea
that there is actually some genetic transmission. This is a misunderstanding. In shamanic
lineages the spirit is not always passed down from father to son, from mother to daughter, or in
any such fashion. A shaman’s helper spirits tended to follow lineages simply because upon a
shaman’s death it was easier to call someone closely related to the shaman or who lived within
the same village and had some acquaintance with the old shaman and his techniques. In that
way traditions could be passed down more easily from generation to generation. Due to Soviet
oppression, most of these continuous lines of succession have been interrupted, and shamanic
spirits call those who seem to them best suited to becoming shamans, regardless of their
heritage.Although the idea that one must come from a certain family background in order to
become a shaman is a myth, nevertheless each shaman, no matter his nationality, has been
chosen by the spirits from birth. As the goddess Umai told the shamaness Nishan, she had put
the drum in Nishan’s hand and the cap on her head before she was even born. Apparently the
spirits recognize certain natural abilities and personality traits that make a person especially
suitable for shamanic work. You will discover this for yourself when you meet other shamans in
your work or through workshops. These traits cannot be described exactly, but I have noticed
that all the shamans I have met, whether in Siberia, America, or elsewhere, seem to have a lot of
personality traits in common. These traits may be the result of becoming a shaman or they may
be inherent to the personality type most likely to become a shaman, but if people are called from
birth to be a shaman, are they not really the same thing?In Western countries most people first
learn about shamanism through books or from radio or television. This, of course, is because
shamanism has been long suppressed by organized religion and has been revived only in the
past few decades through the efforts of people like anthropologist and shaman Michael Harner
and the writer Carlos Castaneda. In spite of the suppression, the spirits of the old shamans
never went away. Sometimes they expressed themselves through the spirit familiars of witches,
through the spirit contacts of mediums, and through other people with a non-Christian spiritual
calling. From a Siberian point of view I cannot help but feel sad about the many, many shamanic
spirits from the old times who are out in nature, unable to share and express their ancient
wisdom with the descendants of the people whom they once served. How happy they must be



that shamanism is now reviving. It is no wonder that Celtic shamanism is becoming so popular in
Europe and America, as are Nordic, Greek, and Slavic forms of shamanism. This is a natural
process as these wonderful, long-ignored ancestral spirits are once again allowed to share their
gifts with us.When I speak of being chosen by the spirits, you may think, “Well, I just read a
couple of books and I find shamanism interesting, but I don’t feel like I have been called,” and
come to the conclusion that you are not meant to be a shaman. Don’t make that mistake. The
very fact that you are reading this book at this time is meaningful. It is the spirits themselves who
guided you to look for books about shamanism. It was through their prompting that when you
first heard about shamanism you did not just give it passing thought and then go on with your
life’s journey. Your yearning to know more about shamanism and to learn to become a shaman is
a sign that the spirits are calling you.SIGNS TO RECOGNIZE THE CALLINGIn Siberia it is
believed that certain characteristics are a sign that the spirits have selected an individual to
become a shaman. Sometimes these are unusual marks or bodily characteristics. This is not
simply a Siberian concept, however. Unusual moles or marks on the body were called “witch’s
marks” in European traditions; unfortunately many innocent women have been accused of being
witches simply for having a birthmark. Being born with a caul (a membrane covering a baby’s
head) is recognized worldwide as a sign that a person has a special relationship with the spirit
world. A shaman friend of mine in Siberia was born with a double thumb; extra fingers or toes are
generally considered a sign of the shamanic calling. Another physical sign of the spirit calling is
epilepsy, although there may not be a direct connection between being epileptic and becoming a
shaman.The more common marks of a shamanic calling are ones of personality. In Siberia a
sign of the shamanic calling is a frequent desire to go into the forest alone for long periods. This
is a characteristic that I have had from earliest childhood. I caused my parents a great deal of
worry because of my hours-long wanderings through the woods, singing and communing with
the plants and animals that live there. Shamans are often loners. Some may be considered
eccentric or “different” even as children. Shamans may be misdiagnosed as being
psychologically abnormal, often because they experience unusual psychic phenomena that they
may themselves have trouble understanding. Shamans are often perceived as being a little out
of touch, a little absentminded.Have you ever seen glimpses of the future or had repeated cases
of déjà vu or other signs of paranormal ability? Many shamans-to-be have these experiences in
childhood and are surprised to find that other people do not have these same natural abilities.
Have you ever seen ghosts or UFOs or felt that spirits have contacted you? These are all signs
that you have been endowed with the ability to see things from non-ordinary reality and are a
hallmark of the shamanic calling. If it seems that these things are very general and happen to a
lot of people, it is because the spirits call many to work with them, even though only a few may
actually accept the responsibility.Some people get an inkling of a shamanic calling through
dreams. Shamans commonly journey during their dreams, often flying through the air. Shamans
may have dreams in which they repeatedly meet certain animal or teacher figures that are
manifestations of the very spirits who are calling them. They may also have dreams that predict



the future or vividly show scenes from the past. If you think that everybody has such dreams, are
you really sure? Might not some of these otherworldly experiences be unique to your own dream
life?As I mentioned above, however, one of the most reliable marks of a shamanic calling is the
urge to learn how to become a shaman. One of the things you will learn if you are trained as a
shaman is to recognize how the spirits often prompt you through urges to do one thing or
another. This is a form of communication and teaching by the shamanic spirits.WALKING ON
THE EDGE OF TWO WORLDSOne of the most important parts of being a shaman is that you
will learn to experience both the physical and the spiritual world in a very real sense. It is a
common assumption in Western as well as other societies that physical reality is superior or
perhaps the only reality; in contrast, some spiritual practitioners become so engrossed with the
beauty of the spiritual world that they tend to look down on physical reality and even consider it
illusory. Both points of view are wrong-headed. Both realities exist, both are equally valuable,
and both have their own unique qualities. As you follow the shamanic calling, do not allow these
realities to grow out of balance with each other. Balance is an important concept in Buryat
Mongolian shamanism, and I will discuss it at length a little later. Treating both worlds with equal
respect will give you greater power in both realms. As you become more skilled in your shamanic
work, you will be able to pass between the two at will and can enjoy both.ACKNOWLEDGING
THE CALLINGNow that you recognize you have been called by the spirits to become a shaman,
the next step is to acknowledge the calling. In the tradition in which I was trained, some shamans
choose to ignore the spirits’ calling. This may bring undesirable consequences or none at all. In
Mongolian tradition the called shaman who does not follow up with shamanic training is called a
butur. Butur is the Mongolian name for the cocoon that a caterpillar makes for itself so that it can
grow into a butterfly. Like the chrysalis, an untrained shaman contains the potential for
transformation from an ordinary individual into a wonderful butterfly-like being. Sometimes a
person will not recognize that he is in the butur state and will be discovered to be a potential
shaman only when he becomes ill and a shaman is called to treat him. In Siberia the illness is
often the spirits’ way of bringing in a shaman who can recognize the person’s calling and direct
him to a teacher for training.2Let me conclude this chapter with a small ritual to acknowledge the
spirits’ calling and to thank them. In this way you will begin to develop your dialogue with the
entities who have called you and can start your partnership with them. This is the first step on the
path to becoming a shaman.Ritual to Thank the SpiritsNow that you recognize the calling of the
spirits, the best way to prepare yourself for cultivating your relationship with them is to
acknowledge the calling and thank the spirits in a ritual way. Here is a simple ritual that can be
performed anywhere where you will be undisturbed for a while. You will be connecting with the
sacred in a special way. If there are power objects or other things that are of spiritual significance
to you, have them with you for this ritual. From this time onward, make a habit of having certain
power objects that you bring out only when you are interacting with your shamanic helper spirits
or doing shamanic work.Materials needed for ritual: Smudge (sage or juniper is best)
Incense (sandalwood is especially good)Place your sacred objects in front of you, preferably on



a red or sky blue cloth (use this cloth as a wrapper for your sacred objects when you are not
using them). Take the smudge and light it; wave the sacred smoke onto the crown of your head,
your face, and your chest; then pass it around your body three times. You may choose to
extinguish it or leave it burning during this exercise. The sacred smoke cleanses your spiritual
body and raises its energy, thereby setting the stage for shamanic work. You will come to
recognize a sensation of being energized when smudging yourself once you start doing it as
part of your work.Light three sticks of incense, hold them before you for a moment, and focus on
the burning embers. Wave the sticks three times to Father Heaven, three times to Mother Earth,
then three times to each of the four directions, starting in the north and going around sunwise
(clockwise). Then wave the sticks all about to the ancestors, nature spirits, spirits of the animals,
and all other spirits. Set the sticks in a holder and let them burn throughout the ritual.You will
then do an invocation. Here is one that I normally do when thanking the spirits (although I usually
say it in Mongolian rather than in English):Father Heaven, Mother Earth,Spirits of the
ancestors,Tenger of the four directions,Ongon spirits [ongon spirits are the shamanic helper
spirits],Nature spirits of the mountains, waters, and forests,Spirits of all the animals,I honor you
and thank you!Please be watching over me,Please be protecting me,Please be helping me,
hurai, hurai, hurai!You who stand before me and behind me,At my right and at my left,Above me
and below me, hurai, hurai, hurai!Following me like a flock of birds,You who have called me to be
a shamanPut the vision in my eyes, the words in my mouth,Give me the power to become a
shaman, hurai, hurai, hurai!Om maahan, om maahan, om maahan!Manggalam.The foreign
words that you see in this invocation are power words used by shamans. They have been used
since time immemorial because they are known to bring power to whatever intention is being
stated. Hurai is accompanied by the gesture of moving the right hand in a circle, the full meaning
of which will be explained later.Once you have made the invocation, meditate for a while,
focusing on the burning embers of the incense. Fire is sacred in shamanic tradition, for it
represents the center of all things and the origin of shamans’ power. Imagine yourself sitting in
the forest by a fire. Smell the fragrance of the smoke. Imagine that you are a shamanic novice,
visiting the forest to commune with your spirits and acquire power. Focus your intention to reach
out to the spirits who have called you and to ask them to come and work with you from this day
forward in the way they intend. Even if you do not receive any direct communication from them or
see a manifestation of them in this initial exercise, you will have nevertheless drawn them in to
you, and they will begin to reveal themselves now that you have expressed the desire to follow
the path that they intend for you. If your invocation does result in a manifestation or some kind of
contact, follow the experience and welcome it with wonder. If you feel like it, write down a
description of your experiences after you are done. Now your interactions with your shamanic
helper spirits will begin, and it is from here that you begin to become a shaman.TWOContacting
Your Shamanic SpiritsOld men of the worldwomen of the seawho live in this worldwho have
become khans and [ezen]with a powerful call I summon youyou came on a golden roadwhich
starts from the top of the cliffs …Oh old men,womenwho look at this worlda [mountainous]



worldwho walk keeping watch and guarding …from the forest you give me sensefrom the taiga
you give me reasonof what I have forgotten, you remind me.—INVOCATION OF THE NATURE
SPIRITS, BULAGAT BURYATS, IN DIOSZEGI AND SHARAKSHINOVA, “SONGS OF BULAGAT
BURIAT SHAMANS”1Whether or not you have recognized it, you have been in contact with the
shamanic spirits who have called you all of your life. What makes this time different is that you
have acknowledged their presence and are prepared to cultivate a relationship with them. This
chapter will explain some of the types of shamanic helper spirits and how they communicate
with the shaman.Shamanic helper spirits call and partner with a shaman in an intimate and
loving way. They are like friends or family, and each possesses a full and unique personality. A
shaman develops a genuine relationship with the spirits, and like people they need respect and
attention. They repay that respect and attention with their guidance, protection, and power.THE
UDHA, POWER ANIMALS, AND SPIRIT LOVERSIn Buryat shamanism as well as in several
other Siberian shamanic traditions, each shaman has a unique shamanic spirit who is
responsible for the calling of the shaman. The spirit is known variously as an udha, onggor,
sahius, and many other names, but I will use the Buryat word udha for simplicity. The udha is
usually the suld soul of a person who lived sometime in the past, perhaps as long as hundreds
or even thousands of years ago. The suld soul of the human being is the non-reincarnating part
of the triad of souls that each human possesses. After death the suld normally settles into nature
as an ancestral or nature spirit. Some of them also become udha and select certain individuals
to become shamans.An udha may or may not have been a shaman during its time of incarnation
in a human being. Usually the udha has some reason for wanting to be of service to human
beings; each has its own history and personality that a shaman learns as his relationship with it
develops. With each association the udha becomes stronger and wiser. Even now new udha are
being produced as the human population increases and the need for new shamans grows.
Nevertheless, there are many lonely and neglected udha spirits who are seeking new partners,
even if these partners may be from outside the culture in which the udha was incarnated during
its lifetime as a human being. In Siberia it is not unusual for an udha to cross over into another
ethnic group—for example, a Tuvan udha may select a Buryat partner or vice versa.Being
selected by an udha to become a partner is a tremendous honor as well as a responsibility. In
many ways the udha becomes like an extra soul to the person it bonds with. This is a benefit to a
shaman, as the udha carries the collected memories of all of the shamans with which it has
bonded, a chain of memories the Mongols call the sunsnii mur, “trail of the spirit.” Frequently an
udha becomes a collection of partnered spirits with which it has worked during the lives of
previous shamans, so a shaman may actually inherit a family of spirits, although the original
udha will be dominant.2During the course of his career, a shaman may add more spirits to his
family of spirit helpers if they are compatible with the udha. For example, I have nine spirit
helpers at this time, including two core udha spirits, two power animals, and one compound
spirit (several acting as one). The most ancient and dominant spirit is Buryat; however, the family
has Evenk and Yakut spirits as well.In Siberian tradition the udha is responsible for the



acquisition of power animals. Power animals are spirits that take on the form and characteristics
of a certain animal. A power animal may be a mammal, bird, reptile, fish, amphibian, even an
invertebrate such as an insect or spider (although the most common power animals seem to be
mammals or birds). These animal spirits act as the collective consciousness of the species they
represent and possess great magical power. The drawing in of the power animals may happen
long before a person recognizes himself as a shaman. Have you ever been drawn to certain
animals? Do certain animals appear in your dream life or appear to you in other ways? This is
most likely a sign that the udha is drawing in that animal as a power animal. When you journey
as a shaman, you may actually take on the identity of the animal and see through its eyes and
run or fly in its body. In Yakut tradition the power animal is also known as the mother animal,
which implies the warm and loving relationship that a shaman can develop with his power
animal. While this relationship is loving to a degree, the power animal is not a pet. It will always
be a free wild animal and should receive the full respect that such an entity deserves. In Siberian
tradition, some animals are power animals for all shamans. These include Bear, Wolf, Eagle,
Raven, and Owl.3In some rare cases, a shamanic helper spirit, sometimes even the udha itself,
will become a spirit lover to the shaman. Contact with the spirit may be accompanied by erotic
feelings and the shaman may have visions of making love to the spirit. There is nothing abnormal
about this. According to some stories, these spiritual wives or husbands are especially powerful
helper spirits. Such experiences may be behind European legends about incubus and succubus
spirits that come at night to have sex with people while they are sleeping. If you have a helper
spirit who does this, try to be open-minded about the experience.4MANIFESTATIONS OF
SPIRIT CONTACTYour spirit helpers have tried to contact you in the past in one way or another.
At the time, you may not have recognized their communications for what they were. Below I will
describe some of the different ways in which the spirits will send information to their shaman
partner. It is likely that you will then recognize certain experiences as messages from your udha,
power animal, or other spirits.Revelations Through DreamsBecause dreams are the closest
thing to shamanic journeys that all humans experience, it is not surprising that spirit messages
often manifest themselves through a person’s dream life. (In the next chapter I will describe
some techniques to sharpen your ability to use dreams as a means of retrieving information from
the spirits.)Most of us recognize that dreams generally fall into two categories. Many dreams are
just psychic noise, images randomly appearing from our past experiences that may or may not
tell a coherent story. On the other hand, we have all experienced dreams or segments within
dreams that seemed as clear and coherent and real as everyday life. These dreams are the type
of dreams that the spirits use to convey information to a shaman.Have you ever had repeated
images of a certain type of animal in your dreams? When you see this animal, does it seem to
relate to you in some special kind of way, perhaps talking to you or accompanying you on your
dream journey? This may be one of your power animals trying to connect with you at the
prompting of your udha spirit. Have you ever dreamed of scenes from the past or future, in a
distant country or foreign culture? You are getting glimpses of the sunsnii mur, the spirit



trail.Many shamans liken the sunsnii mur to a river. This shaman river is a tributary of the World
River Dolbor, in which all times and consciousnesses merge. The sunsnii mur is beyond the
confines of time; you can actually see events in the lives of the shamans with whom your udha
has bonded in the past or from the life of the udha itself when it was a human being. What is
even more fascinating is that you can glimpse scenes from the lives of shamans with whom the
udha will associate in the future, after it has left you. These dreams showing past and future are
the beginning of the teachings that your udha will impart to you.Your udha or one of your other
helper spirits may manifest itself in your dreams as a teacher, elder, or even as an ordinary
person, but the message that it communicates will be quite vivid and will stand out from the rest
of what you see. Take note of these figures that appear in your dream life. If such individuals
appear on multiple occasions, you can be sure that this is a sign of their effort to convey
information to you.Chance Meetings and ManifestationsOne thing that you will learn in your
shamanic training is that there is no such thing as coincidence. Why is this? The simple answer
is that because time is irrelevant in shamanism, nothing happens randomly. Things that seem to
be related to each other, even if separated by time or space, are connected by a thread of
meaning and spiritual purpose. Coincidences are another way in which spirits communicate with
us.Have you ever noticed how many times in your life a chance meeting or simply asking a
question at the right time brings you in contact with a person or reveals information that is vital to
your spiritual growth? The spirits will introduce into your life certain people who bring important
lessons, who, unknowingly, speak the very message that the spirits are trying to convey to you.
In the same way, your udha will bring you the shaman teacher who suits your needs, even when
you may not have been consciously looking for one.The idea of coincidences reminds me of a
former student who first encountered the concept of shamanism after reading an article in a
local “new age” newspaper. She had no idea where to start, but she went to a bookstore to seek
out more information. When she reached the spirituality section, a copy of Michael Harner’s Way
of the Shaman fell right off the shelf and landed at her feet. She was most astonished at this
sudden manifestation and rightly understood it to be a sign from the spirits. Do you remember
how you first learned about shamanism? Was it from a book you found seemingly by accident or
from an article pointed out by a friend? Did you hear or see a broadcast about shamans and the
memory of it lingered? These are all ways in which the spirits will point out the way to your calling
and bring the teachings necessary for your growth.Power animals will manifest themselves in a
similar way. Just as they may reveal themselves in a person’s dream life with repeated imagery, a
power animal may reveal itself in nature. Watch out for unusual sightings of wild animals and
repeated sightings of a certain type of animal. I remember that when I first acknowledged my
shamanic calling, I sighted eagles, including a rare white eagle, several times in different places.
This was particularly significant because, according to Buryat tradition, the eagle was the first
shaman and is the special totem of all shamans. Manifestations of animals and the interpretation
of their meaning are an important part of shamanic work.Unconscious UrgesThe spirits also
often communicate by way of unconscious urges. As you progress in your development as a



shaman, you will come to recognize certain urges as being direct messages from your helper
spirits. These may manifest as sudden flashes of insight when discussing an issue related to
healing or sudden revelations of information that you normally do not know, something that is
sometimes referred to as second sight. Cases of déjà vu are examples of this same
phenomenon.TECHNIQUES TO ATTRACT AND TUNE INNow that you have decided to heed
the call of the spirits, there are a number of techniques to attract and tune in your shamanic
helper spirits. The most important skills each shaman needs to cultivate in his training are
developing the energy of pure intention and being able to quiet the mind and bring it into sharp
focus. If you have not had any training in meditation or self-hypnosis, I recommend you study
some materials on these techniques and try them out as part of your shamanic training. The
ability to bring yourself into an extremely focused state of mind is essential for successful
journeying and for the channeling of spirit energies used in healing and protection rituals.Clarity
of mind brings the best results in shamanic ritual. Even though early Siberian shamans
consumed psychedelic mushrooms and some shamans from other traditions continue to use
drugs of one kind or another in a ritual context, they are neither necessary nor recommended.
Some psychedelic drugs, such as those contained in mushrooms, do aid in concentration and
amplify sensation, but they can also be distracting and may become a crutch to reaching the
proper state of mind for shamanic work. Furthermore, many of these drugs create a shock to the
physical body. This is not helpful, for a shaman should try to maintain his body in as healthy a
state as possible. In ritual, Siberian shamans use the smoke of juniper; it has a slight
hallucinogenic effect but not enough to produce full intoxication. Many shamans also use alcohol
in ritual, but only a small amount should be consumed, for a drunken shaman disgraces himself
and the spirits he serves. It is also not wise for a shaman to do shamanic work when he is tired
unless he can do some physical exercise to bring the mind to a fully awake state before
starting.Focusing and directing intention is an important part of shamanic work. Intention goes
far beyond mere fantasizing or wishing. True intention is charged with spiritual energy that is
capable of manifesting the thing intended for. The degree and intensity of the energy will vary
with the skill and experience of the shaman, the concentration of the mind in which the intention
originates, and the strength of the spirits assisting the shaman. There are a few techniques and
tools you can use to focus intention.An effective technique that is used almost universally among
spiritual practitioners is the spoken word. Well-chosen and well-thought-out words contain power
and will add force to your intention. In Mongolian and Siberian tradition, the power of a spoken
intention can be amplified by following each phrase with hurai, hurai, hurai! This magical phrase
is probably related to the word huraaha, which means “to gather.” These words are
accompanied by the gesture of circling the right hand clockwise three times. The motion imitates
the movement of the sun and gathers energy from the universe to direct it toward the spoken
intention. This phrase is commonly used in shaman songs and prayers. Spoken intentions are so
powerful that you must be careful of what you wish for; an empowered shamanic intention is
likely to manifest with all its benefits or consequences. This is why I advise that all such



statements be carefully thought out and artfully phrased.5Another technique to concentrate
intention is to create a talisman. Talismans are used in spiritual traditions throughout the world.
The most effective technique I have found is to write out the intention on a square piece of paper
(its size is not important). Starting from the top, write in a sunwise (clockwise) direction, spiraling
in toward the center. Once again, artful, concise, and well-thought-out statements of the
intention add energy to it. Red ink is preferable, as red is a color of power in our tradition. Add
symbols that have sacred importance to you to enhance the power of the text. Once you have
written the intention, fold the top and bottom of the paper inward so that the paper is folded into
three parts. Fold in the sides in the same way so that the paper is now folded in nine sections. If
the paper is large, fold it again so you have a small square. Tie up the paper with a red or sky
blue thin ribbon or thread and keep it with you as long as the intention is in effect.A proper state
of mind is necessary for successful spirit contact. As I mentioned earlier, being intoxicated or
drowsy is a hindrance to success in shamanic exercises. Achieving a clear and receptive state of
mind may require some practice, but once you get used to doing it you will find yourself capable
of going into that state at will no matter what your circumstances are. This is what Siberian
shamans do in low-level (non-journeying) work and in situations in which a drum cannot be
used.When beginning to work on invoking a focused state of mind, it is a good idea to practice in
a situation where you are free from distractions and worries. If you do this indoors, be sure to
isolate yourself from ringing phones and other interruptions. All shamans prefer working in
darkness when possible because it aids in concentration; this is of great help when you are
starting to practice focusing.Sit or lie down in a position that you find comfortable and try to
empty your mind of all thought. Try to visualize a blank screen or deep, calm, dark water. When
you begin, your mind may be like a young child, constantly bothering you for attention. Just let
the thoughts flow past; do not focus on any of them. Imagine your mind as being like a cup of
water: calm, clear, and receptive.Repetitive motions or noises often can be helpful in attaining
this state. Mongolian shamans sometimes rock gently back and forth in a motion called twaalah.
If you rock, it should be effortless and comfortable and should not interfere with your
concentration.A more common shamanic technique to help boost oneself into the focused and
receptive state of mind is drumming. If you plan to become a shaman, a drum is a tool that you
should acquire sooner or later. The repetitive motion and the sound of drumming stimulate the
mind into a focused state. This is especially useful when you are doing extended shamanic
work, such as journeying. A rattle may also be useful for the same purpose. If you drum or rattle,
do not try to keep a steady rhythm; let your mind guide you to the speed and rhythm that suit
you. Drumming too fast or keeping a steady beat can become distracting; your hands may get
tired, or you may get hung up on trying to maintain a certain speed.Music may also help in your
training to focus the mind. The type of music that works for attaining the proper state of
consciousness varies from person to person; the important thing is that the music make you feel
comfortable and relaxed without lulling you to sleep. Songs with lyrics in a language you
understand may be distracting if you get hung up on the words, but music from any genre—



classical, rock, techno, or world music—can be used. Music associated with shamanic practices
and meditation often works best. Buddhist chanting, Indian ragas, Tuvan throat singing,
Mongolian music, and Native American music are especially effective.6Let go of all
expectations. It’s easy to think, “I am not concentrating, I am not experiencing anything,” and lose
patience. Your experience will be unique to you, for each shaman works with different spirits. Try
some of the various techniques for focusing that I have described until you find one that works
for you.One last tip for achieving success in your work is to have certain ritual objects or
garments that you use only when you are doing shamanic work. The paraphernalia of the
shaman, the sacred objects and the costume, bring continuity to each experience and are
added to and decorated to commemorate successful journeys and healings. As you start out,
have something that you wear or keep around you while you do your meditation or drumming. It
can be as simple as a special piece of jewelry, a headband or a hat, or a favorite crystal or other
sacred object. When you are not doing shamanic work, put this item away in its own special
place. For example, I have a headdress that I wear only during shamanic ritual. It has become
like a mental trigger: when I put on the shaman cap, my mind realizes that it is time to go into the
focused and receptive state that I need for shamanizing. The simple act of putting on the cap
brings me to the brink of achieving the state of consciousness necessary for my work.MAKING
THE BREAKTHROUGHThe core idea of Mongolian and Siberian shamanism is to allow the
helper spirits and power animals to work through the shaman in order to accomplish certain
tasks. This requires a rapport with the spirits that is deeper than simple flashes of insight. The
different forms of spirit contact that I have described in this chapter will be part of an ongoing
relationship you will have with your spirit family. Up to now, you may have had occasional and
fleeting contacts, evidence of the spirits’ calling you to be their partner in doing shamanic work.
Now I present a ritual that will take this contact between you and your shamanic spirits to an
entirely new level. I have been describing techniques of creating intention and mental focusing
for this very reason. Once you have achieved a state of mental focus and receptivity, you will be
capable of establishing direct contact with your shamanic helper spirits and thus will begin your
inner shamanic initiation.Ritual to Welcome In the SpiritsThis ritual has something in common
with the one presented at the end of the last chapter, but it will put you in more direct contact
with your helper spirits. You may find that the contact you seek here has already happened
spontaneously during the course of your previous exercise; nevertheless, I still recommend that
you perform this ritual, as the relationship that you are establishing with your spirit family is an
ongoing process, and all shamans need to connect with their spirits for learning no matter how
advanced they have become. Being a shaman is a lifelong process of receiving instruction from
the spirits, and this learning is the legacy that you will pass on to your successors in the “trail of
the spirit.”Creating a ritual space (see appendix 1) is not necessary for this exercise, but you
may choose to do so. A ritual space can be helpful to this exercise because the very act of
creating the circle encourages a state of mind that promotes contact with the spirits. This, after
all, is the true purpose of ritual. Ritual in and of itself is just a series of actions with sacred



meanings, but these actions have an influence on the mental state of the person performing
them. At other times all shamans, when the conditions require it, should be able to induce the
proper state of mind to contact the spirits as needed without the assistance of ritual action. The
mind itself becomes the ritual space. While you are a novice shaman, however, you are training
your mind to bring on these mental states at will, and ritual is a good way to get accustomed to
what it is like to be in contact with your spirits.Set up a ritual space if you want to do so;
otherwise, sit in a place that is comfortable and where you will not be disturbed. If you are able
to, try this ritual outdoors, in nature, where it can be a very special experience.For this exercise I
recommend the use of a drum or rattle in order to help focus your mind. Drums in particular have
been used in almost all shamanic cultures as a tool for focusing a shaman’s attention. While you
are drumming you may want to close your eyes and concentrate on the sound of the drum,
allowing all other stimuli to be drowned out by the sound. The drumming does not necessarily
need to be loud; drumming hard and fast may cause your hands to become tired and distract
you while you are doing this exercise.Before starting, be sure to smudge yourself so that your
spiritual body will be clear of all spiritual influences other than the ones you intentionally call in.
Start the exercise by invoking your spirits and intending them to gather close around you. Be
sure to state your desire to have direct contact with them, to have them speak to you or to reveal
themselves in some way.Sit comfortably and start drumming slowly and softly, continuing to
focus your intention on contact with your spirits. Allow your attention to focus on only the
intention and the drumming, as if the drumming itself is the essence of the intention. Let the
sound of it carry your intention to the spirits. Visualize your spirits gathering around you. If you do
have knowledge of certain spirits or power animals, you may try to visualize them, but it is better
to release all expectations, for your spirit family may have other entities whom you have not
recognized specifically up to now. By releasing all expectations, you allow yourself to be
surprised by what you experience.Continue drumming and allow your intention to be energized
with your entire being, yet keep your mind calm and yielding. The manifestation of your spirits
will happen suddenly. There may be a voice in your mind, images, or other sensations. You may
actually see one or more of them, see where they are from, or receive information about their
name or what they want to do through you. You may experience scenes from the lives of
previous shamans in your udha’s lineage or even hear the shaman songs. When you feel
contact, express your willingness to become the spirits’ partner, to receive their teachings, and
to let them work through you. At this point you may want to continue drumming, or you can
simply allow yourself to relax and let the experience take its course.Continue with the spirit
contact as long as you wish. Do not impose a time limit on it, although you may find that the time
that has actually elapsed is much shorter than it seemed in your shamanic experience. If the
spirits take you on a journey, let them, knowing that you travel in perfect safety. If you feel like it,
write down a description of your experiences after you are done. Now your interactions with your
shamanic helper spirits will begin: it is from this point that you begin to become a
shaman.THREEBringing the Spirits into One’s BeingIt was deemed in olden timesWhen



[everything] came to lifeAfter the earth had appeared.It was always like thisWhen [everything]
began to live.For the essence of successI begin to ask.Say something!At the campfire I want to
shamanize[to appeal to you]To the centre of the earthTo mother morning.With the search of
animalsManifest yourself somehow!I want to shamanizeDoing magic at the fire in the open …—
INVOCATION OF THE ONGON SPIRITS FOR THE SHINKELEVUN CEREMONY IN
VASILEVICH, “SHAMANISTIC SONGS OF THE EVENKI (TUNGUS)”1One of the things that
distinguish Mongolian and Siberian shamanism from some (but not all) other shamanic
traditions is the idea that the shaman actually embodies the spirits in many of the rituals he
performs. This state is known as being ongod orood, “embodying the shamanic spirits,” and is
often accompanied by a sensation of great ecstasy for the shaman. This idea is also found in
voodoo, wherein the spirits come into the worshiper and speak, dance, or do other activities. Of
all contemporary Western practices, channeling comes closest to embodying the spirits. Most
trance channelers learn to cultivate a receptive state of mind that allows the channeled spirit to
speak through them. While some channelers have complete amnesia of what happened during
a session, a shaman usually has at least partial awareness of what is happening after the spirits
have entered.In my experience, when the spirits enter my body I feel like I have relinquished
control of the body but remain aware of my surroundings, even though I usually have my eyes
closed during the time of possession. The entering of the spirits is accompanied by a
pleasurable feeling, almost like being intoxicated. If the ritual involves journeying, my
consciousness becomes like a spirit, capable of flying, traveling to distant places, and all the
other special abilities of spirits liberated from the confines of physical reality.These experiences
are the wonderful gift of the shamanic spirits. Always remember that whatever you experience,
whatever miraculous things are done in your shamanic work, it is through the powers of the
spirits that you have partnered with that these things are possible. The saddest thing possible is
the shaman whose spirits have left him because his arrogance, neglect of spirit helpers, or
abuse of powers have offended them.“LIVING WITH WINDHORSE”Each shaman develops a
way of life that cultivates personal power and sustains communion with the helper spirits. I call
this “living with windhorse.” Windhorse, known as hiimori in Mongolian, is personal spiritual
power. Windhorse enhances a person’s ability to tap into the spiritual part of his being. People
who are centered on the needs and desires of the physical body neglect windhorse and are
spiritually blind and weak. Those who ignore the spiritual side of their nature are unable to
increase windhorse and generally deplete it through selfish and harmful deeds. Concepts similar
to windhorse are found in Taoism and Buddhism—no surprise, as both religions developed in
cultures with a heritage of shamanism similar to Siberian shamanism, and these ideas became
incorporated because they are true.Each of us is born with a certain amount of windhorse; this is
natural, for each human being is a physical organism that was fused with three spiritual beings at
the time of birth. The essence of windhorse is the ability to perceive things beyond physical
reality and the ability to use spiritual power to manifest what a person focuses intention on.
People who are successful or charismatic often have high windhorse, even though they may not



realize it. Windhorse may be inherited if a person has a spirit that was formerly incarnated in a
person of great spiritual power, such as a shaman or a magician. Psychic abilities are a
manifestation of windhorse, as they are an expression of the powers that all spirits possess.
There are ways to build up as well as deplete windhorse; a shaman tries to build up as much as
possible in order to make his work more powerful and effective.The terms gavia and buyan are
related to windhorse. They build up or tear down windhorse, depending on how they are used.
Both are based on the idea that each person has the responsibility to help keep the world in
balance, to avoid causing harm to people or living things as much as possible, and to act to
bring greater happiness to all living things. Gavia is the doing of things to benefit the community
as a whole, such as volunteer service, contributions to culture, or taking a position of
responsible and benevolent leadership. A shaman may accumulate gavia by his service to the
community in which he works and by preserving, teaching, and adding to shamanic traditions.
Buyan is related to personal behavior, the way one relates to other people and with the natural
world. Buyan is created by acts of generosity, healing, and respect for nature and other humans,
living things, and the spirits. Buyan and gavia can be regarded as being like a bank account:
They can be added to or depleted according to one’s actions. They are depleted by selfishness,
hatred, personal filthiness, and disrespect for the natural world, living things, and the spirits. Acts
that increase buyan and gavia are like deposits in our spiritual bank account, adding to our
personal power and good fortune.Just as the accumulation of buyan raises windhorse, the
depletion of buyan decreases it. This is especially true of people who reject spiritual things and
those who use the powers bestowed by their windhorse for hateful and destructive actions. I
deliberately avoid using the terms good and evil in this discussion: What is perceived as good or
evil differs from culture to culture and even from person to person, and these words can create
confusion. Furthermore, the ideal of Mongolian shamanism is not the unattainable state of
perfect goodness but, rather, a balanced state of benevolent responsibility. The polarities are
between generosity/respect/responsibility and selfishness/arrogance/indifference.In Mongolian
shamanism the ideal way of life is described by the term tegsh, which means “being in balance,”
and implies acting in moderation and in consideration of the effects of one’s actions on others.
Since ancient times, when the tenger sent Abai Geser into the world to restore balance between
creative and destructive forces on earth, physical and spiritual reality have been in a natural
state of balance. This is at times disrupted by people’s selfish and destructive actions, but in
most cases it corrects itself in a process known in other traditions as karmic retribution. In one’s
own life one’s windhorse and buyan are directly related to one’s positive and negative actions,
actions that promote or disrupt balance in the world. Even though no person is capable of
positive actions at all times, as long as positive and negative actions are in balance, one can live
in health, peace, and safety. The essential meaning of tegsh is to live temperately and
conscientiously, being able to accept one’s flaws while having an intention to live a balanced,
benevolent life. Shamans have the special responsibility of restoring balance in people’s lives as
well as in the world when the disruption of balance is too extreme to correct itself.2Using one’s



windhorse in shamanic work will not deplete it. A shaman may, in fact, give of his own windhorse
to those who are physically or spiritually injured. Rather than depleting windhorse, this actually
increases it, for the Universe immediately replaces what is given, and the buyan created by the
act of giving increases the total amount of windhorse the shaman possesses. This is one reason
that many shamans add some sort of ornament to their ceremonial costume after each ritual: it
shows the amount of spiritual merit the shaman has accumulated in his work. The gathering and
directing of windhorse is such an essential part of a shaman’s work that I sometimes humorously
refer to shamanic work as “windhorse engineering.” Actually, one word used to describe
shamanic ability is erdem, which in a nonreligious context means “science” or
“technology.”Certain practices keep windhorse strong and build it up. One of the most important
is a simple exercise called ariulga, which shamans perform every morning before leaving home
or doing any shamanic work. It consists of smudging oneself and drinking a small amount of
arshaan (energized water; the creation of arshaan is described in the next chapter). The shaman
lights a smudge of juniper or sage (or incense sticks, if neither is available), waves the sacred
smoke on the head and chest, then passes it around the body sunwise three times. The shaman
then pours a little arshaan into the right hand, drinks a small sip, then rubs the rest of it onto the
crown of the head. These actions cleanse and protect the spiritual body and bring healing to any
illness affecting the shaman.Another practice beneficial to windhorse is the creation of a hoimor,
a sacred place within the home. Here you keep your sacred objects such as smudging herbs,
shamanic tools, and ongons (described below). It is traditional to leave a plate of
(nonperishable) food and one or more cups of tea or vodka as an offering to the shamanic
spirits. This sharing of food and drink symbolizes the acknowledgment of the spirits’ role in your
daily life and the sharing of consciousness that will grow during your shamanic work. It is
customary to replace the food every so often and then to either eat the old food respectfully or
leave it respectfully out in nature.MAKING ONGONSOne of the most important tools in
Mongolian and Siberian shamanism is the ongon, a symbolic dwelling or sitting place for
shamanic helper spirits. An ongon can be abstract—a rock, shell, small animal skin, feather, or
decorated stick—or made like a doll in order to give a human face to a spirit. Many ongons are
simple pictures drawn on leather or paper. They are only a symbolic representation; a literal
portrait of the spirit is unnecessary.
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Daniel Foor, Ph.D., “Response to false accusations. It's suprising to see folks claiming that
Sarangerel was practicing black magic or was not actually Mongolian.She was a friend and
someone I had the blessing to know before her passing. Here is what I learned from her directly:
Her mother's people are of Mongolian ancestry and her father's people are of European
ancestry. She was not raised with the traditions but was guided to reconnect with her mom's
ancestral people by early Native American teachers. She spent over a decade living mostly in
Buryatia and I know that she spoke fluent Mongolian because I heard her speak it often enough
with her Mongolian husband or with the Mongolians that showed up here in the Bay Area or in
Ohio when she offered ceremony. I also met after her death briefly with Batbayar Gonchigdorj
and several other Mongolian shamans who knew and thought highly of Sarangerel. That and
she was a part of Golomt Center which I believe is still operational. One of her teachers was
Brambadorj who from what I understand is a very well-respected preserver of Mongolian
traditions. So...the notion that Sarangerel didn't have enough Mongolian 'cred' is just not an
informed position.And about her practicing black magic, that's hardly the case. I hosted her to
offer healing sessions in my home and witnessed the positive transformations that came from
that. Writing about and educating folks about real risks is *totally* different from practicing black
magic. I knew Sarangerel to be a loving, kind, and humble shaman.About the book itself, it's a
gem. For practitioners it's full of great perspective and practices and for those with more of an
intellectual interest, it's a great window into how this particular practitioner of traditional ways
approaches things. And for those interested in the history/culture of the region, it's also useful.
Sarangerel was also a scholar and was interested in pursuing a PhD in Central Asian folklore/
traditions before she passed.Daniel Foor”

Shanda Eisel, “This is a very helpful book for me.. This book helped me with understanding my
own situation better, and giving me steps to working with it. Since I don’t have shamanism in my
culture, I needed a guide for welcoming and working with my spirits who came 23 years ago, so
this book is one of many that has given me a better understanding of how to do that. I’m really
grateful to the author for writing it while she was alive and I look forward to reading her other
book.”

Chris Renz, “Great book. After realigning Sky Shamans of Mongolia, I wanted more detailed
information. This book was a great way to see the subject through the eyes of a practitioner.
Details are provided on many rituals, elements on cosmology, and language.”

VIKTOR, “Great book. The world lost a wonderful person with the passing of Sarangerel. I have
been interested in Shamanic Spirituality for some time now and this was the first book I've read
on the subject.  Outstanding read!”



Sarah Seidelmann, “A wonderful addition to a shamanic practitioner's library!. This book and the
beautiful practices and stories touched me deeply and inspired my work.  A blessing in words.”

Alex, “Good guide. It give a good inside into Mongolian Shamans”

M Brown, “What I was looking for.. I was looking for a foundation of Tibetan/Siberian shamanism,
more specifically Buryat. I never thought that this book even existed. I was surprised with
validation of certain things and learning many things by reading this book. I haven't had the time
to read it uninterrupted yet. This book backs up some of the things that I was already aware of.
This book has good information on Buryat shamanism for someone that is a true shaman or has
shamanistic beliefs.”

Ms C A, “One of the most important books to read if you're really interested in Shamanism.. If
you're interested in Siberian shamanism it's a must read. Informative and interesting, and easy to
understand, despite use of many different words. Laying the groundwork to understand the mind
of a shaman and this long rich tradition. Sarangerel is a good writer. You won't find it boring.”

Angela Higgins, “RECOMMEND. Well written and easy to read especially for new Shamans,
haven't finished the book yet but have had a lot of my learning reinforced.”

Holly, “Five Stars. wonderful book”

Ookala700, “Five Stars. One of the best books on Shamans ever written”

Tracy, “Excellent!. Excellent book with so much information. Lots of ceremonies and guidance
throughout.  Really enjoying this book!”

The book by Sarangerel has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 62 people have provided feedback.
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